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ABSTRACT 
 
 A high performance GF(2k) Elliptic Curve Crypto processor 
architecture suitable for multimedia security is proposed. To 
meet the high data rates of multimedia, the new architecture 
exploits parallelism within Elliptic Curve point operations after 
using projective coordinates. In this paper, the decision on which 
projective coordinate to use is based on its efficiency with regard 
to its parallel implementation. Two different projective 
coordinates are compared here. This parallelism is exploited in 
the new architecture by using three separate bit-level pipelined 
digit serial-parallel multipliers that can operate in parallel. It is 
worth pointing that such multipliers are ideally suited for the 
repetitive multiplications inherent in Elliptic Curve 
cryptography. It is believed that such high performance 
architectures are needed for high end servers that need to support 
the security of many multimedia streams at the same time. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Security of multimedia is becoming critical in many internet 
based applications including personal communications, e-
commerce, entertainment, etc. Encryption is seen as an ideal 
way of providing data security in such applications. The long 
word length needed in cryptosystems, however, posses a 
significant challenge for real time multimedia encryption. For 
example, RSA one of the most popular public key methods 
known requires a key size of 1-2K bits [2]. 
Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem (ECC), which was originally 
proposed by Niel Koblitz and Victor Miller in 1985 [1-9], is 
seen as a serious alternative to RSA with a much shorter word 
length. ECC with a key size of 128-256 bits is shown to offer 
equal security to that of RSA with key size of 1-2Kbits [2]. To 
date, no significant breakthroughs have been made in 
determining weaknesses in the ECC algorithm, which is based 
on the discrete logarithm problem over points on an elliptic 
curve. The fact that the problem appears so difficult to crack 
means that key sizes can be reduced in size considerably, even 
exponentially [2,5,8]. This advantage of ECC is being 
recognized recently where it is being incorporated in many 
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standards. In 1999, the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature 
Algorithm was adopted by ANSI, and it is now included in the 
ISO/IEC 15946 draft standards. Other standards that include 
Elliptic Curves as part of their specifications are the IEEE P1363 
(www.stdsbbs.ieee.org), Internet Engineering Task Force 
(www.ietf.cnri.reston.va.us), and the ATM Forum.  
Software implementations of ECC are too slow to meet the 
high data rate demands of multimedia. Hardware solutions offer 
a more realistic alternative and are in fact more secure.  
Inversion operations, which are needed in point addition 
over Elliptic Curves are the most expensive operation over 
Finite Fields [9,19]. The approach adopted in the literature is to 
represent Elliptic Curve points in projective coordinates in order 
to replace the inversion operations with repetitive 
multiplications [1,4,7,9,15]. 
Recently, several ECC processors have been proposed in 
the literature [4,7,15] based on projective coordinate 
representation. There are many projective coordinates systems to 
choose from. In exiting architecture, the selection of the 
projective coordinate is based on the number of arithmetic 
operations, mainly multiplications. This is to be expected due to 
the sequential nature of these architectures where a single 
multiplier is used. For high performance multimedia servers 
such sequential architectures are too slow to meet the demand of 
increasing number of customers. For such servers, high-speed 
crypto processors are becoming crucial.  
The approach adopted here is to increase performance by 
exploiting parallelism within the Elliptic curve point operations 
in projective coordinates.  This advantage of projective 
coordinate computation has not been exploited before. In this 
paper, two projective coordinate systems are compared with 
regard to their parallel implementation.  
This parallelism is exploited in the new architecture by 
incorporating three multipliers that work in parallel. It should be 
pointed out that area is not a limiting factor in current 
technology. We also propose to use bit level pipelined GF(2k) 
digit serial multipliers reported in [16,17] since they have a 
better performance than both unpipelined and pipelined parallel 
multipliers for algorithms with repeated multiplications such as 
those found in ECC. It is worth noting that using pipelined 
parallel multipliers is not efficient for ECC where the 
multiplication of an iteration cannot commence before the 
multiplication operation of the previous iteration is finished. 
Comparisons illustrate the improved performance of the 
proposed architectures with respect to both time and cost (AT2), 
which makes the proposed design very attractive for multimedia 
security. 
 
2.    ECC POINT OPERATION ALGORITHM 
 
There are many ways to apply elliptic curves for 
cryptographic purposes. All the security relies on the difficulty 
of obtaining the integer n knowing the two elliptic curve points: 
nP and P. It will be assumed that the reader is familiar with the 
arithmetic over elliptic curve and how it is used in cryptography. 
For a good review the reader is referred to [9].  
ECC is based on computing nP from P [1-9]. One ECC 
algorithm used for calculating nP from P is the binary method, 
since it is known to be efficient for hardware implementation 
[2,5,7,9,10]. This binary method algorithm is shown below: 
 
Define k: number of bits in n and  ni: the ith bit of n  
Input:   P (a point on the elliptic curve). 
Output:  Q = nP (another point on the elliptic curve). 
 
1.  if nk-1 = 1, then Q:=P else Q:=0; 
2.  for i = k-2 down to 0; 
3.   { Q := Q+Q ; 
4.      if ni = 1 then Q:= Q+P ; } 
5.  return Q; 
 
Basically, the binary method algorithm scans the binary bits 
of n and doubles the point Q k-times. Whenever, a particular bit 
of n is found to be one, an extra operation is needed. This extra 
operation is Q+P.  Other algorithms to reduce the number of 
additions also exist, such as NAF. All these algorithms, 
including the binary algorithm, require point doubling and point 
additions as their basic operation in each iteration. As mentioned 
earlier, the point operations over elliptic curve requires inversion 
[9]. As in the crypto processor in [6,15], inversion is eliminated 
using projective coordinates as discussed in the next section. 
 
3.    PROJECTIVE COORDINATES IN GF(2k) 
 
The projective coordinates are to eliminate the need for 
performing inversion. For elliptic curve defined over GF(2k), 
two different forms of formulas are found [9,18] for point 
addition and doubling. One form projects (x,y)=(X/Z2,Y/Z3) [9], 
while the second projects (x,y)=(X/Z,Y/Z)  [18].  
  The two forms procedures for projective point addition of 
P+Q (two elliptic curve points) is shown below: 
 
P=(X1,Y1,Z1);Q=(X2,Y2,Z2);P+Q=(X3,Y3,Z3); where P ≠ ±Q 
 
(x,y)=(X/Z2,Y/Z3)?(X,Y,Z)  (x,y)=(X/Z,Y/Z)?(X,Y,Z) 
A = X1Z22 2M A = X1Z2 1M 
B = X2Z12 2M B = X2Z1 1M 
C = A+B  C = A+B  
D = Y1Z23 2M D = Y1Z2 1M 
E = Y2Z13 2M E = Y2Z1 1M 
F = D+E  F = D+E  
G = Z1C 1M G= C+F  
H = FX2+GY2 2M H= Z1Z2 1M 
Z3 = GZ2 1M I=C3+aHC2+HFG 6M 
I =F+Z3  X3 = CI 1M 
X3= aZ32+IF+C3 5M Z3 = HC3 1M 
Y3= IX3+HG2 3M Y3=GI+C2[FX1+CY1] 5M 
 -----  ----- 
 20 M  17M 
Similarly, the two forms of formulas for projective point 
doubling are shown below: 
 
P = (X1,Y1,Z1); P+P = (X3,Y3,Z3) 
 
(x,y)=(X/Z2, Y/Z3)? (X,Y,Z)    (x, y) = (X/Z, Y/Z) ? (X,Y,Z) 
Z3=X1Z12 2M A=X1Z1 1M 
A = bZ12 1M B= bZ14+X14 5M 
B = X1+A  C= AX14 1M 
X3 = B4 2M D=Y1Z1 1M 
C = Z1Y1 1M E=X12+D+A  
D=Z3+X12+C 1M Z3=A3 2M 
E = DX3 1M X3=AB 1M 
Y3 = X14Z3+E 2M Y3= C+BE 1M 
 ------  ----- 
 10M  12M 
 
The squaring calculation over GF(2k) is assumed very similar to 
the multiplication computation. They are both denoted as M 
(multiplication) in the above. Since the number of additions is 
taken to be, on the average, half the number of bits, it can be 
clearly seen form the above tables that the projective coordinate 
(x,y) = (X/Z2,Y/Z3) has on the average 20 multiplication iteration, 
while the projection (x,y) = (X/Z,Y/Z)  has on the average 20.5 
multiplications.   Clearly, the former would be the projection of 
choice for sequential implementation. However, as will be 
discussed in section 5, the projection (x,y) = (X/Z,Y/Z) has an 
advantage for parallel implementation.  
 
4.  PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE AND PARALLEL  
IMPLEMENTATION OF PROJECTIONS 
 
The architecture of the new ECC processor is shown in 
Figure 1. This architecture can be used to implement ECC based 
on either of the two projective coordinate forms discussed in 
section 5. Unlike existing designs, which use a single multiplier, 
the new architecture has three multipliers to meet the high data 
rate demands of applications such as multimedia. It can also 
perform multiply-add operations in one instruction. 
To implement the above projective coordinates using the 
new architecture, the dataflow of the corresponding procedures 
are shown in Figures 2 and 3. It can be easily seen that these 
particular dataflow arrangements of these procedures require a 
maximum of three  multipliers at each step. The reader can 
verify the correctness of these dataflow with the corresponding 
description in the previous section.  
 
 
 
Figure 1. Proposed architecture 
 
 
In the next section, the comparison of the parallel 
implementation using the proposed parallel architecture as well 
as the sequential implementation of both projective coordinates 
is presented.  
5. COMPARISON WITH DIFFERENT DESIGN 
 
Table 1 illustrates a summary of the comparisons of using 
the proposed parallel architecture, Figure 1, in implementing 
both projection of (x,y), i.e. (X/Z,Y/Z) and (X/Z2,Y/Z3), with the 
corresponding sequential implementations when using a single 
multiplier (traditional design as proposed in [9]).  
 
 
Figure 2. Data flow graphs for the elliptic curve point 
operations of projecting (x,y) to (X/Z,Y/Z)  
 
Comparing the two projective forms, projecting (x,y) to 
(X/Z2,Y/Z3) requires, on the average, less number of 
multiplications than projecting into (X/Z,Y/Z) as shown in Table 
1. Although, the later uses three less multiplication operations in 
adding two different elliptic points, it uses two more 
multiplication operations in doubling an elliptic point. It is worth 
remembering that the number of doubling is usually more than 
the number of additions. Since, the projection (X/Z2,Y/Z3) 
requires less number of multiplications, it is more suitable for 
sequential implementation, i.e. when using a single multiplier, as 
has been reported in the literature. 
As discussed in the previous section, the new architecture  
can implement the procedures of both projective coordinate 
forms.  As can be seen from Figure 2, the longest data path of 
each dataflow diagram (2a and 2b) is effectively 6 GF(2k) 
multiplications and of 4 GF(2k) multiplications, respectively. 
Here the time of GF(2k) addition is ignored since it is simple bit-
wise XOR-operation. Therefore, for (x,y)=(X/Z,Y/Z), the 
 
    
 
Figure 3. Data flow graphs for the elliptic curve point 
operations of projecting (x,y) to (X/Z2,Y/Z3) 
 
minimum computation time to perform one elliptic point 
operation in the calculation of nP is, on the average, 7 GF(2k) 
multiplications when using three multipliers. When using the 
projection of (X/Z2,Y/Z3) as in Figure 3, this time is, on the 
average, 8.5 GF(2k) multiplications.  Furthermore the utilization 
of the three multipliers in Figure 2 is much higher than that in 
Figure 3. As can be seen in Figure 2, all the three multipliers 
will be used in all of the steps except one. While in Figure 3, 
there are idle multipliers in four multiplication steps.  This 
clearly indicates that the parallel implementation of projective 
coordinate (X/Z,Y/Z) requires less number of cycles and hence it 
is faster than projecting  (x,y) to (X/Z2,Y/Z3), and should be the 
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projection of choice for our parallel architecture. This is contrary 
to sequential implementation.  
As can be seen from Table 1, the time required by our design 
in projecting (x,y) to (X/Z,Y/Z) is almost one third the time of the 
regular sequential implementation in [9] and more than 17% 
faster than using three parallel multipliers similar to Figure 1 but 
projecting (x,y) to (X/Z2,Y/Z3). What is more significant 
observation from Table 1 is that using the proposed architecture 
with projections (x,y) to (X/Z,Y/Z) is not only faster for parallel 
implementation but it also leads to a better AT2 (cost) than other 
alternatives. 
To increase the performance even further, we propose 
to use bit-level pipelined digit serial-parallel multipliers 
which are detailed in [16,17]. It is significant to point out that 
these multipliers are in fact faster and use less area than their un-
pipelined bit-parallel counterparts [15,16]. Furthermore, sub-
digit pipelining of digit serial computation leads to a much better 
performance than the conventional digit serial structures as 
shown in [16]. Bit-level digit serial computation is more suitable 
for the elliptic curve crypto algorithm discussed above since the 
computation of elliptic point doubling, addition and the 
algorithm of computing multiples of the base point is such that 
the multiplication of one stage must be completed before starting 
the multiplication of the subsequent stage. Therefore  even if a 
pipelined bit-parallel multipliers is used, the throughput of such 
a multiplier can not be exploited since the next multiplication 
operation can not commence until the multiplication operations 
in the previous stage has completed. As with regard to the 
GF(2k) adder, it is to be implemented in bit parallel fashion since 
the area is not significant compared to the multiplier and 
minimizing the addition time will reduce the overall multiply-
add cycle time.  
 
Table 1. Comparison between the different designs 
Procedure 
of 
Projecting 
(x,y) to 
 
Hardware 
Design 
 
Number of 
Multipliers 
(A) 
Avg. Number 
of Cycles for 
Multiplication 
 (T) 
 
 
AT2 
1 20 400 (X/Z2,Y/Z3) Conventional 
(Figure 2) 3 8.5 217 
1 20.5 420 (X/Z,Y/Z) (Figure 1)  
Proposed 3 7 147 
 
6. CONCLUSION 
 
A novel GF(2k) elliptic curve cryptographic processor is 
proposed in this paper suitable for the high data rates demand of 
multimedia streams. It has three bit-level pipelined digit serial-
parallel multipliers. It circumvents the need for a GF(2k) inverse 
module by using projective coordinates to convert inverse 
operation into consecutive multiplication steps using projective 
coordinates. It is also shown that projection of (x,y) to (X/Z,Y/Z) 
leads to a better parallel implementation than the usually 
selected projection of (x,y) to (X/Z2,Y/Z3).  
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